Beetle Bop by Denise Fleming

Many Children Just Love Beetles And The Rhythmical, Sing Song Text And The Charming Art Work In This Book Are Very Appealing!

They crawl up walls, they hide in cracks, they flip, they fly, and sometimes . . . crr rash. Beetles come in all shapes and sizes, and they are everywhere in this thoroughly buggy, beautifully designed book. There are striped beetles, spotted beetles, all-over-dotted beetles--and dont forget the noisily gnawing beetles! Whether you love bugs or whether the sight of them makes you itch, youll adore this infested offering from the beloved Denise Fleming.

Features:
* Click here to view our Condition Guide and Shipping Prices

My Personal Review:
Bugs, bugs, bugs, bugs . . . doesnt everybody love them? There are all kinds of bugs and if you get out your bug catching kit youre bound to catch a few. There are ladybugs and long shaped gunny looking striped one. They come in all shapes sizes and colors and animals like skunks love to find and eat them. Yum, yum! A lizard likes them too and his long tongue reaches out to catch BuzzZing beetles, huMMing beetles, steadily druMMing beetles. Beetles are often underfoot, but there are even crawl-up-the wall beetles!

Beetles flip.
Beetles flop.
Beetles fly.
Beetles . . .
bop!

Many children just love beetles and the rhythmical, sing song text and the charming art work in this book are very appealing. This book would be a perfect read aloud book during circle time, especially for the expressive reader. If you search the internet, you can learn how to make insect bug traps. Learn how to identify the bugs and do a little beetle bop in your homeschool or classroom setting!
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